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lack people are tired. They’re hurt. Frustrated. Mad. Embittered.

They’re also brilliant and powerful.

Not brilliant or powerful in the sense that non-black people have no need or moral obligation to do

anything about all that has happened or is happening to them. We damn sure do.

Black communities are brilliant and powerful in the sense that another world is possible and despite

everything the rest of us throw at them, they continue trying to build that world.

It’s up to the rest of us to join them. It would be a better world for all of us, including them.

Black people are building different kinds of financial institutions.
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Black people are building different kinds of businesses.

Black people are building different ways to make economic policy.

Black people are building different kinds of philanthropic infrastructure.

Black people are trying to build different ways of managing public dollars.

Black people are creating different ways of collectively owning, developing and managing real

estate.

Black people are building different forms of business ownership.

Black people are organizing and cultivating different partnerships to address historic patterns of

disinvestment.

Black people are building different processes for cities to manage dilapidated buildings and vacant

land.

Black people are building different ways to manage wealth.

Black people are using the power of public deposits to push for economic change.

Black people are using the power of public spending to push for economic change.

Black people are changing the face of those who purport to “develop” properties.

Black people are building different ways for community members to invest in each other.

Black people are changing the perception of who lives vegan/vegetarian lifestyles.

I could go on. But I’ll say this.

Since July 2015 I’ve reported more than 400 stories on how people are responding to economic

exclusion in cities, and 46 percent of those stories include at least one black source. I’ve quoted more

than 900 sources in those stories, 30 percent of them are black.

Long before this past week, black people have been out there doing more than peacefully protesting.

They have been out there doing the work to build a different world, one where everyone can feel safe.

And anyone else can join them.

Every single story I link to above includes some type of way non-black people have joined black people

in building that different world. It can happen through voting, donating, spending, investing, or non-

financial means. Take your privileged pick.

If you’re wondering what these uprisings have been about, look in the mirror and ask yourself: where

have you been? What have you been doing to build a world where everyone can feel safe?
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The stories linked above are but a small sliver of the receipts for what black people have been doing, all

this time.

If you’re not in a city where one of those initiatives is, or if you don’t have wealth to invest or much

spending power, go seek out the nearest black community. Find somewhere they’re convening, listen

and observe. If you come with your whole genuine self and set aside what you might think you know,

you’ll be surprised at how quickly some way of joining their work becomes apparent, no matter who

you are.
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